
Human Design is all about the science of differentiation,
discovering what makes you different from everyone else. It
offers profound insights into your psychology, along with
strategies and techniques for making correct decisions and
ultimately leading to a life of more ease and fulfilment.

In 1987, a man by the name of Ra Uru Hu had a mystical
experience where he was guided and given instruction by what
he termed as “The Voice” to combine the ancient teachings of
Astrology, The I‘Ching, The Kabbalah, and The Chakras
alongside modern science of Quantum Mechanics, Astronomy,
Genetics and Biochemistry. The synthesis of these ancient
teachings from different parts of the world combined with
contemporary science created Human Design, a powerful,
accurate, and beautiful system that lays out the blueprint on
how to navigate YOUR life.

It is not built on belief or faith but it offers you the opportunity
to experiment with its mechanics and find out if it works for
you.

Knowing your Human Design is one thing, it is quite another to
step into this lived experiment with the information. Once you
start experimenting, you may experience more intuitive nudges,
guidance from your authority (which isn't the mind) and
following your specific strategy for more flow and ease when
creating the life you want to live. Over time, this helps you learn
what brings fulfilment. 

Everyone has a Signature — peace, satisfaction, success or
surprise—that comes when they are living in accordance with
their true nature. Aligning with your design lessens the
resistance of anger, frustration, bitterness, or disappointment.

Human Design is truly a map for knowing yourself and knowing
how you were meant to be navigating this world with more ease
and flow. 

WHAT IS HUMAN DESIGN? Human Design Body graph
Type/Aura: how you move through the world
Strategy: your path of least resistance
Authority: fool-proof decision-making mechanism
Defined centers: your special sauce
Undefined centers: vulnerabilities + potential
Highlight of specific gates and channels
Profile (the role you play in this life)
Personality sun archetype

BASIC WRITTEN READING 
R1,950

Payment can be made to the following account:

Berdine Bronkhorst
FNB Cheque Account
Account number: 62373491473
Branch code: 250655

Much love, 
Berdine

CONFIRMATION AND PAYMENT 

 c: 073 854 1929  •  e: berdine@berdinebronkhorst.co.za  •  www.berdinebronkhorst.co.za

Your birth date (day/month/year)
Exact time you were born
Place of birth

I will need the following information to draw your chart:

1.
2.
3.

WHAT IS REQUIRED FROM YOU

Each report is unique and takes time to put together. Please
allow for 1-2 weeks from date of payment. 

LEAD TIME

Human Design Body Graph
Type/Aura: how you move through the world
Strategy: your path of least resistance
Authority: fool-proof decision-making mechanism
Defined centers: your special sauce
Undefined centers: vulnerabilities + potential
Highlight of specific gates and channels
Profile (the role you play in this life)
Personality sun archetype
Life’s work (Conscious Sun)
Vocation (Unconscious Mars)
Prosperity (Conscious Jupiter)
Definition
Your niche- aka 4 Arrows
Digestion,  Super sense, Environment

ADVANCE WRITTEN READING
R2,950

ADD ON TO ANY WRITTEN READING -
60 MINUTE ONLINE DISCUSSION
R1,500


